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In this quarter’s At a Glance we focus on co-production; 
sharing examples of how it works and defining it in a way that 
we hope services will be able to understand how it can work 
for them.

Colette shares an example of co-production leading to cost-
free solutions. Mark writes about how professionals and 
people with experience of accessing services are talking about 
the ‘elephants in the room’ as part of Lankelly Chase funded 
re-search being undertaken by CLES.

We also hear how Amanda has been sharing her experience 
of falling through gaps in services in order to influence future 
strategy.

“ Co-production means delivering public services in an equal 
and reciprocal relationship between professionals, people using 
services, their families and their neighbours. 
 
Where activities are co-produced in this way, both services and 
neighbourhoods become far more effective agents of change.”

Seven practical steps 
making it possible

Developing innovative new approaches to working with people with multiple needs, and putting 
people with lived experience at its heart.

1  Get agreement from 
senior leaders to 
champion co-production

2  Use open and fair 
approaches to recruit a 
range of people who use 
services and take positive 
steps to include under-
represented groups

3   Put systems in place that 
reward and recognise the 
contributions that people 
make

4   Identify areas of work 
where co-production can 
have a genuine impact 
and involve service users 
from the beginning

5   Build co-production  
into your work 
programmes until it 
becomes ‘how you work’

6   Train and develop staff and 
service users so that every-
one understands what 
co-production is and how 
to make it happen

In partnership with:

https://twitter.com/inspchangemanc
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Women’s Voices About Women’s Services – Colette Cronshaw

My name is Colette and 
I’m a Women’s Voices  
GROW Trainee.
My experience of homelessness 
and addiction spanned over twenty 
years after I left the care system. 
I have been on both sides of the 
law from my early years and my life 
seemed to be mapped out. I had 
given up on things ever being any 
different.

That was until a massive crisis hit and 
I had two choices – change or die. I 
began accepting support. I feel that I 
was very lucky as I had already had a 
trusting relationship with a women’s 
only service. In five years I’ve turned 
myself around by facing adversity 
head on; knowing I had a small army 
of women behind me every step of 
the way. I am now an independent 
woman and gee it feels good to be in a 
position to say that.

My job is to empower women with 
Multiple and Complex Needs to have 
their voices heard in the redesign of 
support services in Manchester (how 
good is that?!).

I had my first taste of co-production 3 
years ago, and it wasn’t a good one.  
I was part of the initial Core Group for 
Inspiring Change Manchester. It was 
mainly male and at times I was the only 
woman amongst seven or eight men. 

Fast forward to 2017 and things are a 
lot different.

It became clear that women just 
weren’t engaging, either in accessing 
support or co-production. A few 
women with lived experience had 
gotten GROW Trainee posts and the 
time was right to even up the playing 
field for women still facing severe 
disadvantage in the city. 

The first ever women’s sector 
conference: answered the burning 
question “where are all the women?”

Speaking Up, Stepping Out was 
attended by professionals and women 
with lived experience. The Women’s 

Voices Movement devised and 
delivered a workshop into barriers 
faced by women when accessing 
support services. It highlighted the 
need for an holistic, gender specific, 
person-centred approach that gains 
trust and supports a woman to a 
positive and sustainable change.

How can you know the barriers if it’s 
so far removed from your reality it 
might as well be another planet?

While supporting women to attend 
a meeting about the redesign of 
the Women’s Direct Access hostel 
my opinion changed. I heard the 
challenges staff faced on a daily basis 
and how they strive to provide the best 
they can. I now admire these women 
greatly.

Our aims for the future include 
influencing the offer made to women; 
to have our members have their say in 
how they are supported, giving them 
confidence to speak up on issues they 
might never have thought they could 
change. The future looks busy!

My dream is to see women with lived 
experience of severe disadvantage 
being seen and valued as the people 
they are

We are multiple, we are complex and 
we know what we need. We are: The 
Women’s Voices Movement.

Colette Cronshaw in a women’s voices meeting

A simple example of  
co-production

Co-production, done well, removes 
barriers that easily add up to 
completely destructive environment. 
Women’s Voices held a consultation 
/ pamper day near to where women 
were currently being housed. They 
were pampered within an inch of 
their lives whilst being encouraged 
to voice their opinion on how the 
space should look and work.

We learned something simple, 
but that would change the whole 
environment for women at the thirty-
three bed hostel. The rooms are 
small and packed tightly together 
and we were told that the noise from 
doors banging shut often leaves 
residents with frayed tempers due 
to lack of sleep, leading to all kinds 
of behavioural incidents and undue 
distress for the women.

The solution was found in a 
conversation and implemented at 
zero cost!

Now all the doors are on a soft 
close mechanism (the doors were 
already fitted with them but they 
hadn’t been activated because 
staff weren’t aware that there was 
a problem). With the new aesthetic 
and a psychologically informed 
environment being introduced on  
the reopening of the centre I’m 
hopeful that women will get the  
best from the staff team. 
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ICM engagement worker, Mark Jepson

‘The Elephant in the Room’ – a Lankelly Chase Research Project – Mark Jepson

Co-Production in the workforce – Amanda Yates

CLES, the local evaluators for 
systems change for Inspiring 
Change Manchester, have been 
instrumental in setting up the 
Lankelly Chase project ‘Elephants’. 

The project seeks to bridge the gap 
between ‘decision makers’ (for example 
commissioners and councillors) 
and people with lived experience of 
services.  It is attempting to do this 
by discussing and challenging the 
‘elephants in the room’ that exist 
between these two sets of people and 
ultimately by treating both ‘sides’ as 
human beings who share the common 
purpose of wanting to make the system 
more responsive to the issues that 
people with multiple and complex 
needs face every day.

The project began in October 2016 
when volunteers from the ICM Core 
group and other agencies, as well 
as people from Just Life, CLES and 
Unlimited Potential conducted a series 
of phone interviews with 15 people 
with lived experience and 15 decision 
makers to discuss the elephants that 
exist which create barriers to people of 
Greater Manchester working together.

The next step was to gather people 
together so we could find some 
common ground and begin to 
form relationships, which is key to 
coproduction and working together in a 
meaningful way.

We then had an all-day event which 
was split into two parts. The first of 
which was a process in which we 
attempted to step into the shoes of 
those we have some preconceived 
beliefs of, so a councillor would play 
the role of someone presenting as 
homeless, or someone with lived 
experience would play the part of a 
commissioner. It is fair to say that this 
was a revealing and somewhat stressful 
process – but we did learn a lot.

The second part of the day was 
dedicated to forming four action groups 
made from a mixture of people; those 
with lived experience, front-line workers 
and decision makers.  Working on a 
specific area of their choice, this is to 
test if that we work together we can 
effect some positive change.

As a research project we are not only 
looking for successes but we are 

seeking to highlight any issues that 
are faced when working together to 
coproduce change for the better.

The project will culminate in a final 
daylong event in which each will 
group will present all the outcomes 
of their work to Greater Manchester 
organisations and communities.

My name is Amanda Yates. I believe in co-production 
because I know that when people are lost in the system, 
I know where to find them where others don’t. I know 
how missed opportunities to reach out to me, led to my 
relationship choices and my life spiralling into something 
I couldn’t ever have controlled.

I work in the Engagement Team of Inspiring Change 
Manchester. I’m a GROW Trainee (a work placement for 
people who have experienced Multiple and Complex Needs). 
GROW Traineeships last twelve months and give people the 
experience, on-the-job training and confidence to apply and 
secure jobs after completing the traineeship.

I went into care at the age of twelve which was difficult – 
going straight from a complex home life into a system that I 
didn’t understand. At eighteen, 

and after three children’s homes and one ‘16+ Unit’ I moved 
into a private rented place with my then boyfriend as I was 
told that I couldn’t afford a tenancy on my own. It was then 
that the system lost me.

My relationship very quickly spiralled into one that was 
controlling, abusive and dangerous and it ended in me 

being homeless and in a hostel in Salford. Another man 
there was thrown out for assaulting me and I too lost the 
accommodation because of the incident. I had nowhere to 
go and was coerced me into moving in with the same person 
who had just assaulted me – I didn’t know anyone else. 

Amanda Yates alongside Bridgett McCann in a Women’s Voices meeting



Promoting community participation in the co-production of the Manchester 
Homelessness Charter 
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 I stayed there for as long as I could, but ended up fleeing in 
the middle of the night and lived on the street for two months. 

Living life on the streets led to the lifestyle that went along 
with it – but it was just one probation officer that finally 
believed in me who made me feel that I could make a change. 
She supported me into safe and stable accommodation and 
encouraged me to become a board member with NACRO. It 
was there that (in the space of two years) I developed policies 
and was involved in workshops, training programmes and 
recruitment.

I got into a healthy relationship (which I’ve been in for nine 
years). I became a mentor for probation and then secured 
employment with them.

On 12th January I spoke at a Mayoral event with Andy 
Burnham MP. I told my story – not because I wanted people 
to hear about me, or because I’m actually that bothered about 
talking about myself. I told my it because it’s only by working 
and learning together, that we can develop services and a 
society that understands people.

Professionals and people with lived experience were at that 
event, and it started a very real conversation of people talking 
about the gaps in the system and how it can be better for 
people experiencing Multiple and Complex Needs. It took 
just one professional to understand me. They listened, they 
did the best that they could with what they had available and, 
because of that, I’m writing this article as a professional with 
lived experience – and proud to be both.

I’m Nigel Allmark and have 
recently started a PhD (Community 
Psychology) working with the 
Manchester Homelessness Charter.  

Specifically, we’re interested in the value 
of co-production and how it is helping 
to bring about changes and embed 
new ways of working.  I know that the 
work has been off to a good start with 
Jez Green (Manchester Homelessness 
Charter Facilitator) hosting a number of 
focus groups and interviews right back 
when the Charter was written.  There are 
also emerging pockets of co-production 
in services related to homelessness 
and housing in other areas of the UK, 
particularly in Scotland and Wales.  
Here are a couple of links if you want to 
explore in more detail:

Scottish Co-production - Housing and 
homelessness - where now for service 
user involvement?

Co-production Wales

Street Support - Manchester Charter

Street Support - Working together to 
End Homelessness

I’ve previously worked in a variety of 
health and social services since 2002 
and I’m particularly passionate about 
getting services out of the office and 

into the community. Communities 
don’t limit themselves to ‘nine to five’, 
Monday to Friday, nor should people 
have to travel out of town to access 
essential services. I feel privileged to 
have been involved in some meaningful 
and important interventions during 
the last few years such as the new 
developing Integrated Family Support 
Service in Wales, NSPCC’s Caring Dads 
Programme and Multisystemic Therapy.   

The three year Manchester 
Homelessness Charter research 
projects will value how individual 
experiences of homelessness provide 
unique insights into this issue that 
workers, researchers and policy makers 
don’t always have access to.  An 
example of this is how homelessness 
is commonly associated with rough 
sleeping at the expense of other 
situations.  This is why shared working 
and listening to each other are vital if we 
are to build stronger communities.  

One big idea that I’m working on is 
participatory action research. In terms 
of research, this is deeply rooted in the 
principle of solidarity and where groups 
of people have been marginalised and 
don’t have power or a voice.  Research 
is conducted collectively by this group 
to identify and put into practice ways of 
changing the situation. Examples have 
included the development of community 

bank in an economically deprived area 
and better health services developed 
by women for women.  The unique 
qualities of the Charter have brought 
together individuals from all areas of 
homelessness services and there are 
real opportunities to co-produce better 
services and outcomes.   

So these are the values of the research 
we are doing over the next three years.  
The work of the Charter is already under 
way, however, research opportunities 
are still in the planning stages.  So 
this is a call out to people with lived 
experience of homelessness, workers 
supporting those people, policy makers, 
commissioners  and anyone who wants 
things to change to get in touch.  

nigel.allmark@stu.mmu.ac.uk

http://www.coproductionscotland.org.uk/events-and-news/learning-events/housing-and-homelessness-where-now-for-service-user-involvement-event-report/
http://www.coproductionscotland.org.uk/events-and-news/learning-events/housing-and-homelessness-where-now-for-service-user-involvement-event-report/
http://www.coproductionscotland.org.uk/events-and-news/learning-events/housing-and-homelessness-where-now-for-service-user-involvement-event-report/
https://allinthistogetherwales.wordpress.com/
http://news.streetsupport.net/tag/mcr-charter/
http://news.streetsupport.net/2016/12/09/working-together-to-end-homelessness/
http://news.streetsupport.net/2016/12/09/working-together-to-end-homelessness/
mailto:nigel.allmark%40stu.mmu.ac.uk%20?subject=


“An Expert by Experience (EbE) is someone who is able to  
articulate lessons and suggestions from their own ‘lived’ experience 
of homelessness and health challenges. Their expertise is based 
on their own individual experiences, enabling them to speak with 
authenticity.

EbEs can also be in a unique position to connect to others with 
similar experiences, bringing a wider range of ‘lived’ experience  
views to partnership working”

Pathway, based in London operate a set of fundamental values. They believe in “generosity, kindness, and compassion 
combined with a passionate commitment to professional quality should be the defining characteristics of health services 
for rough sleepers and single homeless people.”

Their first edition of ‘Experts by Experience: Involvement Handbook’ sets out an engaging framework in order to recruit, 
support and promote EbE in and outside your organisation.

Inspiring Change Manchester

Professionals plan Co-plan Communities plan

Professionals deliver Traditional services Co-designed

Co-delivery Co-delivered Co-produced

Communities deliver Co-opted Self-organised

Grid adapted from The Challenge of Co-production, David Boyle and Michael Harris

With co-production, the emphasis is on coming together in order to make services truly 
deliver what a community needs.

It is often confused with withdrawing professionals completely from the equation, but 
this isn’t true. The diagram above shows that actual co-production is the mutual planning 
and delivery of both the professional and Experts by Experience.

Pathway’s Definition of an Expert by Experience

Web: inspiringchangemanchester.shelter.org.uk
Telephone: 0344 515 1615

Hub address: Inspiring Change Manchester, 20 Swan Street, 
Swan Buildings (Ground Floor)*, Manchester, M4 5JW

In partnership with:

http://www.pathway.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/EbE-Involvement-Handbook.pdf
inspiringchangemanchester.shelter.org.uk

